I. INTRODUCTION
Skid steered mobile robots are widely used in industry, transportation, space exploration, military, etc. The trajectory control of skid steered mobile robots has been a problem due to constraints arising from their nonholonomic structures and kinematics. For this reason, in recent years researchers have focused on the motion control of mobile robots [1] - [5] . The sliding mode control (SMC) approach has been successfully applied to mobile robots. The sliding mode control is characterized by simplicity, robustness, reduced system dynamics, limited time convergence, and inherent stability characteristics. However, the biggest problem in the sliding mode control approach is the chattering effect. Chattering effect can induce unmodeled dynamics and cause high frequency oscillations that can even mechanically damage the system. Different approaches have been proposed to reduce this effect. Tang et al. [6] have designed a fractional sliding mode controller that adjusts the desired value of the slip for the ABS braking system, which is used in vehicles and has non-linear system Manuscript received 14 November, 2017; accepted 20 February, 2018.
with variations and uncertainties depending on parameters under different operating conditions. The proposed sliding surface is defined in fractional proportional-derivative form. Saghafinia et al. [7] have proposed an adaptive fuzzy sliding mode control approach based on the boundary layer approach for speed control with indirect field-oriented control of the induction motor (IM) driver. Experimental and simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed control structure. Li et al. [8] have designed a new adaptive sliding mode controller for Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy systems. The proposed controller that is based on the system output ensures that the closed loop system is properly restrained. Begnini et al. [9] , have presented a study on trajectory tracking control of a 2 WD MR. They have used adaptive fuzzy variable structure and PD controllers to realize the kinematic and dynamic controls of the system, respectively. With the proposed controller, the chattering effect of the general variable control approach has been decreased to desired level. Also, the stability of the closed loop control system has been proven via Lyapunov Stability theorem. The simulation and experimental results indicate that the proposed controller has satisfactory performance in terms of reference tracking whereas both controllers have similar error magnitude due to some uncertainty and unknown border layer. Salgado et al. [10] , have designed an output feedback controller based on Super Twisting Algorithm (STA) to reduce the trajectory tracking error level of a 4 WD MR. In the structure of the designed control algorithm, the present measurements are the position and drift of the vehicle. By means of the STA that is working depending on the step by step differential system, the speed and acceleration of the vehicle has been estimated. Then, with the second STA, the trajectory tracking control of the vehicle has been realized. Also, the proposed controller is compared with a state output feedback controller and a first order SMC. The experimental results have shown the effectiveness of the proposed controller.
In this paper, an AFFOSMC structure has been developed for the control of the speed and direction angle of the mobile Fig. 1 , the two dimensional representation of the system is given [4] . The kinematic equations of the system have been derived as given below [11] :
The restrictions that belong to the vehicle are given as in (7)- (9):
where 'r' is the diameter of the wheel, '2L' is the distance between right and left wheels, r  and l  are the angular velocities of the both wheels, ' ' and ' ' are the vehicle's body speed and direction angle, respectively, x v and y v represent the speed that along the x and y axes, respectively.
III. CONTROLLER DESIGN
The general control algorithm for this study has been depicted in Fig. 2 . The needed torque value for each motor is generated via each control signals v u and u  . The torque expression of the right side of the vehicle can be written as
Also, for the left side is
The vehicle's body speed and direction angle is calculated by (2) and (3). Moreover, from (10)- (11), v u and u  are generated via the proposed control algorithm for the right and left motors. 
A. Fractional-Order Control
The fractional-order differentiator can be denoted by a general fundamental operator, p t a D where a and t are the limits of operations. The fractional-order differentiator and integral are defined as follows [12] , 0,
where p is the fractional order which can be a complex number, however the constant p is related to initial conditions. This operator applied to a ) (t f function leads to the extended Caputo form which is defined as [13] ( )
where n is the first integer value greater than p and the gamma function is defined as 
Fractional order differential equations do not have exact analytical solution; therefore numerical approximation methods such as Oustaloup approximation can be used
where 0, p N is the number of poles/zeros.
B. Sliding Mode Controller Design
Before designing the control algorithm, the second order system that the SMC is applied and its parameter error can be defined as given below:
Then, with the x v   transformation, the system can be rewrite as a first-order system as given below:
Using (19), the system can be rewritten as a regular form
where
Also, the sliding surface can be defined as given below
Here, the sliding function can be achieved as in (22) ( ) ( ) ( ),
where:
where G is the design parameter of the system and chosen properly. Taking time derivative of the sliding function, the (24) is achieved
Rewriting (23) and (24) into (20), (25) can be obtained
( ) ( ( , )).
The equivalent control is valid only if the system is on the sliding surface. Therefore, the system must be driven to sliding surface with another control signal named as reaching signal r u . To obtain this control signal, a welldefined positive definite Lyapunov function can be selected as [14] 1 0. 2
Taking time derivative of the Lyapunov function, (29) can be written as
The solution ( , ) 0 x t   will be stable if time derivative of the Lyapunov function can be expressed as 0,
where D is a positive definite matrix. Thus, the time derivative of the Lyapunov function will be negative and this ensures the stability of the system [15] . Also, (29) and (30) lead to
A solution for (31) is
The expression for derivative of the sliding function is given below
Using (27), (33) can be rewritten as 0.
From (34) and the result of the short algebra, the control signal can be obtained as in (35) , eq u u K   known. If the physical effect of equivalent control is taken into account, it can be considered that the equivalent control is the average value of the total control. In this case, it is appropriate to design the equivalent control with a low-pass filter which determines the average of the entire signal instead of the rapidly varying high-frequency components in the total control signal [16] . With the proposed method, the control signal can be rewritten as given below
where u  represents the sum of the high frequency part of the u . Therefore, a filter can be designed for the estimated eq u as given belowˆˆˆ,
In the lighting of this definitions, using (38), (35) can be rewritten as given below
To obtain more robust control strategy, the error and its changes with respect to unit time is taken into consideration.
In this case,  can be rewritten as in (40) .
Finally, using (40) and substituting this equation in (39) the control signal is found as
C. Fractional-Order Sliding Mode Controller Design
Applying the same algebra to achieve the FOSMC controller, the control signal equations can be obtained as given below:
D. AFFOSMC Controller Design
In (39), the design parameter G must be has an optimum value to realize a robust control. After that, the error  and its change with respect to time  are both used as an input for a fuzzy set to determine their membership order [17] . According to this membership order of the  and  ,
f G k  will be calculated. Moreover, updatingˆ ( 1) f G k  via an adaptation rule, the ultimate control algorithm has been achieved named as AFFOSMC. The parameters of the fuzzy rules are adjusted by Recursive Least-Square (RLS) algorithm method simultaneously [18] . Also, the control block diagram of the AFFOSMC is given in Fig. 3 . A linear dynamic system is the output function where i th rule of identifier model is 
.
If the following definition is given for i
The general model can be written aŝ
is the identifier model output,  and λ are described as given below
where i a and i b are calculated using RLS algorithm and the updating formula is given in (50)-(52):
Rewriting the rule for fuzzy controller 
As an assumption for designing AFFOSMC,
represents the i. component of the system. In case of the system is hardly effected by another rule and while working according to the i. rule,
can be written. As a result, from the assumptions, (55) can be written 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental results that have been realised on the 4 WD SSMR have been presented by using AFFOSMC in this section. Also, to show the effectiveness of the proposed controller, the FOSMC is applied for the same speed and direction angle references.
In Fig. 4 , the square wave speed and trapezoidal direction angle references have been used. The square wave reference is important to test the performance of the controllers in terms of sudden changes. The obtained results show that, the AFFOSMC has better performance than the FOSMC when the sudden changes occurred. Moreover, the AFFOSMC has less tracking error while tracking the reference direction angle. Also, the proposed controller has given faster response to the both reference signal to drive the vehicle on the desired references.
In Fig. 5 , the experimental results of square wave speed and trapezoidal direction angle references under load of 20 kg are given to investigate the performance of the proposed controller. Comparing graph of both controllers, it is clearly seen that AFFOSMC has better rise time, less tracking error and overshoot and adapts itself better to changing condition than the FOSMC under square wave speed reference. For trapezoidal direction angle reference, although the FOSMC has less overshoot/undershoot while starting to track the step part of the reference, the AFFOSMC is able to decrease the amount of deviations and has less small direction angle error magnitude as seen from the figures. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the AFFOSMC has been proposed, designed and validated on the 4 WD SSMR for square speed and trapezoidal direction angle references and also under extra load. To compare the proposed controller, the FOSMC is also applied for the same references and extra load condition. The experimental results indicate that the AFFOSMC has better rise time with smaller steady state error, less overshoot and adapt itself to changing condition when compared with the FOSMC. To conclude, the AFFOSMC adapts itself to the changing condition quickly and works very well.
